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A. 2010 BUDGET – NEW DQ RULES

1. Background
• Disbursement quota is prescribed amount that registered charities must disburse each year in order to maintain charitable registration
• Purposes of DQ
  - Curtail fundraising costs
  - Limit administration costs
  - Limit capital accumulation
  - Ensure significant resources devoted to charitable activities
• DQ introduced in 1976
• Rules reformed by 2004 Budget - more complex
2. Current 80% DQ and 3.5% DQ
   - A charity must spend each year on charitable activities (including gifts to other charities) what is at least equal to 80% DQ + 3.5% DQ
   - Failure to meet DQ is grounds for revocation
   - 80% DQ ("charitable expenditure rule")
     - The sum of
       - 80% of gifts receipted in the immediately preceding year (except gifts of enduring property and gifts received from other charities)

   - 3.5% DQ ("capital accumulation rule")
     - Must expend 3.5% of assets not used directly in charitable activities or administration ("investment assets")
     - Based on the average value of assets in 24 months immediately preceding the taxation year
     - 3.5% DQ does not apply if property is $25,000 or less

3. Reform Efforts
   - CRA Fundraising Guidance released June 11, 2009
     - Regulates fundraising costs and fundraising practices
     - Fundraising ratio: fundraising costs to fundraising revenue in a fiscal year
       - 35% or less - unlikely to generate questions or concerns
       - 35 to 70% - CRA will examine average ratio over recent years to determine if there is trend of high fundraising costs
       - Over 70% - will raise concerns with CRA and will likely result in revocation
CBA Concept paper to Finance
- July 2009
- Four regulatory objectives pursued by current DQ regime
  (1) Current gifts disbursement
  (2) Anti-accumulation
  (3) Administrative efficiency – via increased transparency
  (4) Fundraising efficiency – via CRA
  Fundraising Guidance

Objectives (1) + (2) = prevention of undue accumulation of donations, income and capital
- Made recommendations for reform to simplify DQ
- Supported by Imagine Canada, CAGP and other organizations in the charitable sector

4. 2010 Budget DQ Rules
- Changes proposed
  - Repeal of 80% DQ
  - Repeal of 80% DQ related concepts
    - Enduring property (including ten-year gifts)
    - Capital gains pool
    - Specified gifts
  - Increased threshold for 3.5% DQ to $100,000 for charitable organizations (remained at $25,000 for foundations)
- Expanded anti-avoidance provisions
  - Where it can reasonably be considered that purpose of a transaction was to delay unduly or avoid application of DQ
  - To ensure amounts transferred between non-arm's length charities will be used to satisfy DQ of only one charity

- A gift received from non-arm's length charity will need to be expended by the following year (in addition to its 3.5% DQ)
  - Unless the transferor charity elects that gift will not count toward satisfying its own 3.5% DQ ("designated gift")
  - Otherwise grounds for revocation
  - 110% penalty of FV of the property exceeds the amount expended

- CRA will be given discretion to exclude accumulated property from 3.5% DQ
  - CRA has discretion to allow charities to accumulate property for a particular purpose, such as a building project
  - Currently, property accumulated (and income earned) with CRA approval is deemed to have been spent on charitable activities
  - Effective for fiscal years that end on or after March 4, 2010
  - Finance will monitor effectiveness of CRA's Fundraising Guidance and take action if needed to ensure its stated objectives are achieved
5. CRA’s Steps
• CRA update April 1, 2010
• CRA indicated it will make administrative changes, has released Q&A: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/gncy/bdgt/2010/chrts-eng.html
• CRA has produced new instructions on how to calculate DQ for fiscal years that end on or after March 4, 2010: http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/chrts-eng/chrts/bdgt2010/t3010_nsrt-eng.html
• Form T3010B will be revised to reflect new DQ calculation (charities must continue to use existing form with until a new form is released)

6. Implications Of New DQ Rules
• Welcomed change
• Simplicity of DQ calculation
• Ease administrative burden for charities (especially small and rural)
• No need to spend scarce resources allocating expenses between charitable vs administrative expenses for 80% DQ
• Increase of $100,000 threshold for charitable organizations allows them greater ability to maintain reserves to deal with contingencies

• What to do with existing endowment funds, long-term gifts and ten-year gifts?
  – Questions
    • Can capital be encroached?
    • Still need to track 10-year period?
    • Still need to track hold period?
  – Need to review all existing gift agreements and trust provisions
- Whether can encroach will depend on language of agreement
  - Does agreement permit encroachment of capital or expenditure of income only?
  - Does language specifically allow encroachment up to capital gains pool? With capital gains pool repealed, what to do?
  - May need court order to vary terms
    - If terms impractical or impossible
    - E.g. Ontario – section 13 of Charities Accounting Act

- New Gifts
  - No need to struggle with structuring long-term gifts or endowment funds to comply with complex ITA language related to enduring property
  - Flexibility in structuring new gifts – can focus on balancing:
    - Donor desires for long-term financial stability
    - Need for flexibility to meet changing economic conditions

- Encroachment
  - Ability to encroach capital?
  - Discuss with donor under what circumstances
  - Income and capital
    - May be remove reference to income and capital
    - Use total return investment and payout strategy instead
  - Length of hold period
    - 10 year is no longer a “magic number”
    - Discuss with donor appropriate length
    - May be “long term” rather than perpetuity
B. THE NEW T3010B

1. Background

• The T3010B is the new annual information return for registered charities for fiscal periods ending on or after January 1, 2009
• The new form is a response from Canada Revenue Agency ("CRA") to demand from smaller charities to reduce their filing burdens
• The T3010B also provides accountability to the public and to potential donors, since most of the return is available on the CRA website once it is filed

2. What To Do Before Filing the T3010B

• Carefully check the TF725 Registered Charity Basic Information sheet
  – Must be included with the T3010B even if no changes have occurred
  – Verify for accuracy, as it reflects what the CRA has on record regarding the charity’s mailing address, telephone number, public contact person, the name the charity is known by other than its registered name and primary areas of activity
  – Check to ensure that any changes already requested of CRA appear on the form

• However, for larger charities, there are now increased reporting requirements
• In this regard, the T3010B is also an enforcement tool for CRA, since it allows CRA to see if a charity has been compliant with the requirements of the Income Tax Act ("ITA")
• For example, the T3010B will allow the CRA to:
  – Ensure that the charity has met its disbursement quota requirements;
  – Verify if the charity has made any gifts to non-qualified donees; and
  – Determine if the charity maintains an acceptable fundraising ratio
Be familiar with what information is made available to the public and what is not:
- Everything contained in the T3010B is available to the public and will be posted on the CRA website except for the following:
  - Physical address of the charity
  - Storage address for books and records
  - Name and address of individual who prepared the T3010B
  - Information about external fundraisers
  - Information about donors who are not resident in Canada
  - Directors/Trustees and Like Officials Worksheet
    - Their home address and telephone number
    - Their date of birth

Do not leave it until the last minute!
- Although CRA will send a reminder to the charity a month before the T3010B must be filed, the T3010B for larger charities can require a significant amount of time to complete.
- The board of directors or like officials (i.e., religious leaders) should also review and approve the T3010B for certification purposes, because the T3010B will become a public document.
3. Overview of the T3010B

- The T3010B consists of two parts
  1. Sections A-F
     A. Identification (public information)
     B. Directors/trustees and like officials (Form T1235(09) (partially public information)
     C. Programs and General Information (public information)
     D. Financial Information (public information)
     E. Certification (publicly available, but not online)
     F. Confidential Data
  2. Schedules 1-6
     1. Foundations (public information)
     2. Activities Outside Canada (public information)
     3. Compensation (public information)
     4. Confidential Data (private information)
     5. Non-Cash Gifts (public information)
     6. Detailed Financial Information (public information, including financial statements)
• Public portions of the T3010B also include the following forms:
  – TF725 Registered Charity Basic Information Sheet
  – T1235(09)/RC232-WS or RC232 regarding directors/trustees and like officials;
  – T1236(09) regarding qualified donees; and
  – T2081 regarding excess corporate holdings for private foundations
• Sections A-F, which is the primary portion of the T3010B, contains questions that act as triggers to further reporting requirements set out in Schedules 1 to 6

3. Tips For Filling Out The T3010B
• In general, CRA recommends
  – Except for yes/no questions, if a question does not apply, leave it blank
  – All requested information must be entered on the return itself (except for the Financial Statement, which is to be attached separately)
  – Report all dollar amounts in Canadian funds, and round all amounts to the nearest single dollar
• What follows is a selective list of tips for completing the T3010B

• Section A – Identification
  – Question A1 asks if the charity was in a subordinate position to a parent organization
  – A subordinate charity can be defined as:
    ▪ Is an internal division, i.e., an internal branch, section or other division of another charity without its own governing documents; or
    ▪ The charity has its own governing documents, but is at least in some respects subordinate to another organization
  – If question A3 is answered "yes", charity must then fill out Schedule 1 - Foundations
Section B – Directors/Trustees and Like Officials

- Must use either T1235(09) or RC232-WS (in Ontario) to provide particulars of directors/trustees or like officials, which includes both a public portion and confidential data portion
- List only members of the governing board, or individuals who either alone or in collaboration with one another have final decision-making authority, including those listed in the charities governing documents
- Examples: Chair, Vice-Chair, Treasurer, Secretary or Past Chair

This does NOT include individuals who are subject to control of the governing body, such as a paid executive director
- Need to include personal information about the director/trustee, including birth date
- Note that while the information marked as “Confidential Data” may not be available to the public, in accordance with Bill C-25 which amended the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act, CRA is permitted to share this information with both CSIS and RCMP, as well as foreign governments and agencies

As an alternative to T1235(09) Directors/Trustees and Like Officials, registered charities in Ontario which are incorporated under the Ontario Corporations Act, may instead file with CRA RC232-WS or RC232, which will be shared with the Ontario Public Guardian and Trustee

- A charity should submit Form RC232 if it is making changes to the information set out in boxes 700 to 702 on the pre-filled RC232-WS included with T3010B package sent by CRA
- The charity can also submit Form RC232 if it did not receive or has lost Form RC232-WS
Section C – Programs and General Information

- Note that with regard to question C1, in order to keep registered charity status, the charity must still file its T3010B even if it was inactive for the fiscal period.
- In question C2, the charity must explain all ongoing and new charitable programs.
  - However, the description of the ongoing or new programs must fall within the charitable objects of that charity in accordance with their letters patent.

Therefore, it is essential to carefully review letters patent and supplementary letters patent of the charity to verify its objects.

- If anything has changed, then need to determine if CRA has approved the revised objects.
- If the charity has made gifts to qualified donees, question C3 will trigger form T1236(09) Qualified Donee Worksheet if answered “yes”.
  - In filling out T1236(09), gifts must be broken down into type, such as enduring property, specified gifts, etc.

A “qualified donee” includes a registered charity, a registered Canadian amateur athletic association, a registered national arts services organization, housing cooperatives, municipalities, the United Nations and its agencies, universities outside Canada to which the government has made a gift in the last 12 months, or the Government of Canada, a province, or territory.

- Note that while no space is provided for cash gifts, this value must be include in the “Total amount of gifts” box.
- Answering yes to Question C4 regarding whether or not the charity carried on activities outside Canada will also trigger Schedule 2 – Activities Outside Canada
  - Schedule 2 requires that the charity name the individual organizations that it has an arrangement with for programs outside Canada
  - This may be problematic for some charities who do not wish to make publicly available the names of their partners and the location of their programs outside Canada

- This may be especially true if their partners are operating in a dangerous environment, as this information can be accessed from anywhere in the world
  - If the charity does not provide the requisite information, it should provide an explanation to CRA in a covering letter
  - Do not answer C4 in the affirmative if all the charity did was provide funds, with no restrictions, to a qualified donee
  - If the charity has made use of an external fundraiser, answering C7 in the affirmative will require that Schedule 4 – Confidential Data be filled out

- Need to provide the name and the “arm’s length” status of the external fundraiser
  - If the charity provided compensation to employees, it must answer “yes” to question C9, which will trigger Schedule 3 – Compensation
    - Note that compensation is not only “net” compensation, but “gross” including all forms of salaries, wages, commissions, bonuses, fees, taxable and non-taxable benefits
    - Do not include compensation for independent contractors
- Question C10 asks if the charity has received any donations valued at $10,000 or more from a donor not resident in Canada, and who was not:
  - A Canadian citizen;
  - Employed in Canada;
  - Carrying on a business in Canada;
  - A person having disposed of taxable Canadian property
  
  If answering “yes” to C10, the charity will have to fill out Schedule 4 – Confidential Data as well, which applies to individual governments and organizations.

- In order to complete Schedule 4, charities must ensure that they have all the requisite data from non-resident donors.
  
  This can be difficult, and will require consent of the donor, who may not want this information to be shared with CSIS, RCMP or foreign governments and agencies as permitted under Bill C-25.
  
  If the charity received non-cash gifts, such as artwork, jewelry, vehicles, or life insurance policies, it must answer “yes” to question C11, which will require the completion of Schedule 5.
  
  Note that the value for these needs to include the total dollar value of tax receipted non-cash gifts.

- Independent appraiser should be provided with all necessary information, including that the appraisal is being done for a charity, to determine fair market value for gifts like art or jewelry.
  
  Questions C12 on non-qualifying securities and C13 on loan backs involve complex issues that will require careful consideration, as it would likely be reviewed by CRA on an audit.
  
  Be very cautious with question C14 as the question is a trap, in that it asks if the charity has issued receipts on behalf of another organization.
• Under the ITA, a charity is not permitted to allow another organization to use their registration number.

• If a charity must answer “yes” to question C14, they should seek legal advice to consider possibly proceeding with a voluntary disclosure to CRA to avoid an audit and possible revocation.

• Section D – Financial Information
  - In accordance with CRA’s desire to lessen the reporting requirements for smaller charities, a smaller charity can complete this section IF:
    ▪ The charity’s revenue does not exceed $100,000;
    ▪ The amount of all assets not used in its charitable programs does not exceed $25,000; and
    ▪ The charity has not obtained permission to accumulate funds during the fiscal period.
  - Disregard option d) – no longer applicable.

• If the charity does not meet all of these criteria, then it must fill out the more extensive Schedule 6 – Detailed Financial Information.

• Schedule 6 - Detailed Financial Statements:
  - Selected Tips
    - Lines that relate to the calculation of the 80% DQ – many are no longer applicable or are modified:
      ▪ Line 5640 – n/a
      ▪ Line 4510 should now read: “Total amount received from other registered charities.”
      ▪ Line 4520 - n/a
      ▪ Line 4525 – n/a
- The fundraising ratio of fundraising expenses to fundraising revenue calculated on an annual basis is calculated based upon the line items from the T3010B
  - Fundraising revenues include amounts reported on T3010B on line 4500 (receipted income) and line 4630 (all other income from fundraising)
  - Fundraising expenditures include amounts reported on line 5020 as fundraising expenses
  - Fundraising ratio is distinct from the 80% DQ, although elements of it overlap in the ratio

- 3.5% DQ is based on an average fair market value of the those assets averaged over the previous 24 month period
- This is calculated on lines 5900 for the current fiscal year and 5910 for the next fiscal year
- Therefore, it is important that a charity have adequate records of property value for the 2 years preceding the beginning of the fiscal year

- Line 5050 should now read: "Total amount of gifts made to all qualified donees."
- Line 5060 – n/a
- Line 5070 – n/a
- Line 5100 should now read: "Total expenditures (add the amount from line 4950 and the amount from line 5050)."
- Line 5520 – n/a
- In the section "Enduring property and the capital gains pool," lines 5710, 5720, 5730, and 5740 are no longer applicable
In addition to completing either Section D – Financial Information or Schedule 6, charities must also provide financial statements as part of their return in order to comply with their filing requirements:
- Should include at a minimum a balance sheet and income statement
- This must be done even if the charity was not active during the fiscal period
- Although not required, CRA recommends that charities with incomes over $250,000 have the financial statements professionally audited, or signed by the treasurer for the charity.

Section E – Certification - Carefully consider the individual who will sign
- That person must be a director/trustee or like official who has authority to sign on behalf of the charity
- This person will be certifying the return “to the best of [his or her] knowledge”
- Therefore, this individual must ensure that the information provided on the return is complete and accurate
- The T3010B provides a reminder in Section E that it is a serious offence under the ITA to provide false or deceptive information.

4. What To Do After Filing The T3010B
- Check again the T3010B Registered Charity Information Return checklist to ensure that all the requisite forms are included in the return
- Have the board or like officials review the T3010B before submitting it, then check it for accuracy and completeness
  - The T3010B information will be used by CRA auditors in the future
- Ensure that no amendments to governing documents are included with the return
  - CRA now requests these to be sent separately
• Check the T1242 Registered Charity Information Return Summary
  - CRA will mail out a copy after the charity has filed the T3010B
  - This will contain CRA's capital gains pool calculation, capital gains reduction calculation, DQ calculations, and certain reported and recalculated financial totals, based on what is provided on the T3010B
  - This information will be posted on CRA website to be viewed by the public
• Subsequent corrections to T3010B can be made by submitting the T1240(05) form

5. What are the Consequences of Failing to File the T3010B
• The T3010B must be filed within 6 months after the end of the charity’s fiscal period (fiscal period can only be changed with approval of CRA)
• Failure to do so will likely result in revocation of charitable status, meaning:
  - The charity is no longer exempt from tax;
  - The charity cannot issue any official donation receipts; and
  - The charity may be subject to the revocation tax (equivalent to the full value of its remaining assets)

• CRA generally gives charities a chance to rectify this non-compliance
  - 5 months after a charity’s fiscal year end, CRA will send a reminder e-mail to the charity
  - 7 months after the fiscal year end, CRA will send a T2051A Notice of Intention to Revoke Charitable Status
    - The charity must file its T3010B within 30 days from the mailing of the notice
    - Failure to do so will result in revocation of charitable status
    - If the charity believes it has met its filing requirements, it will have 90 days to file an objection with CRA’s Appeals Branch
- 8 months after the fiscal year end, CRA will attempt to personally contact representatives of the charity to remind them to file their T3010B.
- 10 months after the fiscal year end, CRA will send a T2051B Notice of Revocation of Charity’s Registration.
  - Charity must submit T2046 Tax Return Where Registration of a Charity is Revoked within 1 year of the date indicated on the notice.

- In order to reregister, the charity will have to:
  - Pay $500 penalty
  - Complete T2050 re-registration application
  - Submit all missing annual returns
- CRA may not reregister the charity, as CRA will treat a charity with revoked status the same as though they are applying for the first time.
  - The charity must meet all current requirements, which may be different than when the charity first registered.

C. RECEIPTING

1. Split-Receipting
   - Proposed draft amendments to the *Income Tax Act* create a new concept of “gift” for tax purposes which permits a donor to receive benefit, provided that the value of the property donated exceeds the benefit received by the donor.
   - Concept is commonly referred to as “split-receipting.”
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

• A gift will permit some consideration to be received by the donor
• New split receipting rules will apply
• New broader definition of “advantage” may reduce the amount of a charitable receipt

Eligible Amount of Gift = Fair Market Value of the Property Donated − Advantage Received by Donor

• Charitable donation receipts must now reflect the following formula:

• Must be voluntary transfer of property with a clearly ascertainable value

• Donative intent required
  − Must have a clear donative intent by the donor to benefit the charity
  − Donative intent will generally be presumed if the fair market value of the advantage does not exceed 80% of the value of the gift
• Broad definition of “advantage” - includes:
  - The total value of all property, services, compensation, use or other benefits
  - To which the donor, or a person not dealing at arms length with the donor
  - Has received or obtained or is entitled to receive (either immediately or in the future)
  - As partial consideration of or in gratitude of the gift or that is in any other way related to the gift

– The advantage can be provided to the donor or to a person or partnership not dealing at arm’s length with the donor
– It is not necessary that the advantage be received from the charity that received the gift, i.e. the advantage could be provided by third parties unbeknownst to the charity, which fact will necessitate that charities make inquiries of donors to determine if they have received a related benefit from anyone
– CRA’s administrative exemption applies where there is a token advantage of the lesser of 10% of the value of the gift and $75 (de minimis threshold)

– Example - A charity receives a gift of land from a donor who has received some type of benefit from a developer who owns property adjacent to the donated property in exchange for making the gift
– Naming rights are not advantages if there is no prospective economic benefit associated with the naming rights
2. Receipts

- New intermediate sanction for issuing incomplete receipts could lead to a penalty of 5% of eligible amount stated on receipt (10% for subsequent infraction)
- New intermediate sanction for issuing receipts if there is no gift or if receipt contains false information. CRA has indicated it would likely proceed directly to revocation of charitable status.

Incomplete Receipts

- Income Tax Regulation 3501 requires:
  - Name, Registration # and address of charity
  - Serial # of receipt
  - Date and place of issue
  - Date of receipt of cash gift
  - Date of receipt and description of in-kind gift
  - Value of property received
  - Amount of advantage received by donor
  - CRA name and website URL
- See CRA Website for most recent requirements

Avoiding False Receipts

- Valuation issues: whose is it and can it be relied on – charity should obtain its own independent valuation
- Know your donors: Neither valuator nor charity should turn a blind eye to facts or circumstances which may give rise to concerns